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8-116. Mr. Benesh is in charge of facilities at Walt Clark Middle School.  He is 

organizing a project to paint all 36 classrooms during the school’s summer 

break.  He estimates that it will take one person five hours to paint each 

classroom.  Homework Help ✎  

a. How many total hours would it take for one person to paint all of the 

classrooms?  

b. Mr. Benesh has a team of four workers he is planning to assign to the 

job.  Assuming they all paint at the same rate of five hours per classroom, how many hours would 

it take the team to do the painting?  

c. Mr. Benesh realized that he needs the painting to be finished in nine hours so that a different team 

can come in to wax the floors before school starts.  How many people will he need to assign to do 

the painting in order to do this?  

8-117. Convert the following data and write equivalent measurements.  Use the information in the Math 

Notes box to help you.  Homework Help ✎  

a. How many inches are in 6 feet? 

b. How many inches are in 5 feet, 2 inches? 

c. How many minutes are in 7.5 hours? 

d. How many hours are in 2 days? 

e. How many days are in 3168 minutes? 

8-118. If the area of this triangle is 100.75cm2, what is the height?  Homework Help ✎ 

 

  

http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch8/lesson/8.3.3/problem/8-116
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch8/lesson/8.3.3/problem/8-117
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch8/lesson/8.3.3/problem/8-118


8-119. Evaluate each of the following expressions for x = 10. Leave your answers as fractions. Show your 

work.  Homework Help ✎  

a.  b.  c.  

8-120. This problem is a checkpoint for division of fractions and decimals.  It will be referred to as 

Checkpoint 8B. 

Without using a calculator, find the following quotients.  Homework Help ✎  

a.  b.  

c.  d.  

e. 27.42 ÷ 1.2 f. 19.5 ÷ 0.025 

Check your answers by referring to the Checkpoint 8B materials.   

Ideally, at this point you are comfortable working with these types of problems and can solve them 

correctly.  If you feel that you need more confidence when solving these types of problems, then 

review the Checkpoint 8B materials and try the practice problems provided.  From this point on, you 

will be expected to do problems like these correctly and with confidence. 

 

http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch8/lesson/8.3.3/problem/8-119
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch8/lesson/8.3.3/problem/8-120
http://textbooks.cpm.org/bookdb.php?title=cc1&name=reference.checkpoints&type=tcheckpoints#ui-tabs-11

